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When instructing massage techniques, it is important to show materials that depict instructors’
techniques in as detailed a manner as possible. This necessity has been obvious to anyone,
but it requires considerable patience to actually produce such materials. Even now, massage
technique manuals used in all around the world have few photographs, and lines of instruction
to be followed are still unclear in the technique. Therefore, I use materials for practice with
sequential photographs for students, which clearly show motions of a practitioner’s hands after
I carefully examined frozen-in-motion photographs that were taken for my DVD “Learning Oil
Massage with Massage Score®”. The DVD was released for the instructions on oil massage
techniques.In the recent four years, 94% of 120 students appreciated the materials. They think
that they have learned the overall course of events, but it is difficult for them to understand that
they need time to grasp the knack. Then, I show a video of treatment at my lecture so that the
students can practice the techniques repeatedly at home, leading to improvement in quality of
my lectures and success in raising their motivation for repeated practice.I wholeheartedly wish
that the guide to Japanese oil massage is useful for you to improve your skills with many
photographs, each of which has detailed and to-the-point comments...... from a
Preface.Preface (For publication of the English version)Preface“Hiraku (open)” and “Tojiru
(close) motions“Yoseru” stroke and “Kaesu” stroke“Sukuu (scoop)” and “Maku (roll)”
motions“Sukuihineri (scoop and twist)” and “Makihineri (roll and twist)”Training for close contact
with a patient’s bodyTraining for applying vertical pressureTreatment in a prone positionOil
massage sequence on feetOil massage on the back (including the arms)Change in body
position from the prone position to the supine position (draping)Treatment in the supine
positionOil massage on the legsOil massage on the armsDécolleté and scalp massageChange
from the supine position to the prone position (draping)Percussion for finishAfterword (English
version)Author affiliationNaoya Hasegawa1962 Born in Hokkaido1974 Graduated from Nihon
University the department of commercial science1997 Graduated from Kanagawa Eisei
Gakuen college,The practical skill instruction teacher's aide (~2001)"Oiso acupuncture clinic"
Open to Oiso-cho, Kanagawa.1998 The ITEC aromatherapist authorization
acquisitionKanagawa Eisei Gakuen college part-time teacher (expression)2005 "massage
score" invention and patent application of a massage2006 The company “Sokra-Technos”
Establishment2009 Toyo-sinkyu college part-time teacher (~2013)Tsukuba university of
technical visiting researcher (~2011)"massagescore" registered trademark acquisition2010
director of Japanese Socaiety of oriental physiotherapy



IndexPreface (For publication of the English version)PrefaceHiraku (open)” and “Tojiru (close)
motions“Yoseru” stroke and “Kaesu” stroke“Sukuu (scoop)” and “Maku (roll)”
motions“Sukuihineri (scoop and twist)” and “Makihineri (roll and twist)”Training for close contact
with a patient’s bodyTraining for applying vertical pressureTreatment in a prone position
Oilmassage sequence on the legs Oil massage on the back (including the arms)Change in
body position from the prone position to the supine position (draping)Treatment in the supine
position Oilmassage sequence on the legs Oilmassage sequence on the armsDécolleté
and scalp massageChange from the supine position to the prone position (draping)Percussion
for finishAfterword (English version)Preface (For publication of the English version)I am a
qualified acupuncture, moxibustion and massage practitioner, and have been instructing oil
massage and amma Japanese traditional massage, as well as giving clinical instruction for
fifteen years. I have continuously prepared materials for students based on academic studies
so that they can improve oil massage techniques, and I am using this guide for instructing
actual massage techniques. When instructing massage techniques, it is important to show
materials that depict instructors’ techniques in as detailed a manner as possible. This necessity
has been obvious to anyone, but it requires considerable patience to actually produce such
materials. Even now, massage technique manuals used in all around the world have few
photographs, and lines of instruction to be followed are still unclear in the technique. Therefore,
I use materials for practice with sequential photographs for students, which clearly show
motions of a practitioner ’s hands after I carefully examined frozen-in-motion photographs that
were taken for my DVD “Learning Oil Massage with Massage Score®”. The DVD was released
for the instructions on oil massage techniques.In the recent four years, 94% of 120 students
appreciated the materials. They think that they have learned the overall course of events, but it
is difficult for them to understand that they need time to grasp the knack. Then, I show a video
of treatment at my lecture so that the students can practice the techniques repeatedly at home,
leading to improvement in quality of my lectures and success in raising their motivation for
repeated practice.I wholeheartedly wish that the guide to Japanese oil massage is useful for
you to improve your skills with many photographs, each of which has detailed and to- the-point
comments.I would like to express my gratitude to Saeko, my wife, and my two daughters,
Misuzu and Wakana. Also special thanks to IWAKAWA Yasuhisa for translation into
English.2013 HASEGAWA NaoyaPrefaceIn 2007, a DVD “Learning Oil Massage with Massage
Score® [Japanese edition]” was released. As the DVD was received very well among many, I
succeeded in releasing another DVD “Basic & Optional Sports Massage Techniques for
Athletes 1 & 2”. I show the DVDs on a big screen during my lectures at two massage and
shiatsu schools.However, illustrations of massage techniques I had made consisted only of
brief photographs and comments. At that time, I did not know how to draw an arrow on word-
processing software. Difficulty in communicating to students motivates me to revise instruction
materials every year, but my lack of software-related skills hindered the motivation. Therefore,
files that contained many still photographs having been taken for respective DVDs had not
been used for a long time.In fiscal year 2011, my materials for lecture needed to be
fundamentally revised, and I started to produce those easier for beginners to understand using
Keynote, Apple’s iWork application. Although I did not know even how to set a path for an arrow
at first, I learned how to place frozen-in-motion photographs with comments on the application.
I succeeded in improving my skills to use the application due to urgent necessity for lecture. I
resized, masked, framed and drew an arrow on photographs selected from a very large folder



that contained 1,400 ones, so that I successfully produced slide-show materials.Students can
write what they need on printed materials for lecture, but I have found that the materials are not
necessarily convenient in some aspects for them to use during their practice. A4-size paper is
used for the materials on which three slides are printed in monochrome for cost reduction.
They are convenient for review at the desk but not necessarily for practice as the contents
displayed are so small that students are likely to miss which part of the documents they are
using now. Then, there came to me an idea to distribute them as electronic books that are easy
to read on a tablet, such as iPad and Kindle Fire. They can be displayed brightly and partially
expanded on the tablet, and this media was supposed to considerably transform the practice of
massage techniques.Therefore, in Japan, I decided to embed the contents in the DVDs and
this file into iPad, so that students were able to repeatedly practice at a bed by calling up pages
by method. This training method was very popular among the students, and they used the iPad
for their self-training after class or at home. They succeeded in mastering higher skills at the
end of a lecture year than in conventional instructional methods, and the sophisticated text
made them happier to learn oil massage practice. Now, I would like practitioners around the
world to try these methods and techniques. It is my great pleasure if you successfully improve
your skills based on this carefully-prepared text.August 2013 HASEGAWA Naoya%Ë
Hiraku(open)” and “Tojiru (close) motionsWhen we move our hands and palms away from a
midline of a patient’s body, we call this move “hiraku (open)” . On the other hand, when we put
open hands back to the position below, we call this “tojiru (close)”. In oil massage, it is
important to effectively stimulate skin, subcutaneous tissues and muscle layers by changing
pressure on skin through the “hiraku” and “tojiru” moves. Beginners tend to apply monotonous
pressure as it is difficult for them to grasp fluctuations in pressure during practice using a video.
In contrast, experienced practitioners can fascinate patients by the fluctuations. Let’s discuss
with your partner for practice. “Hiraku (Open)”: Move away from a midline of a patient’s body.
“Tojiru (Close)”: Put open hands back to the midline.
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Hideki Sugiura, “A cool book with good photos and translation!. Easy to undersyand how the
Japanese traditionlal massage is give to a patient. This kindle book contains a number of
photos to show how to do it, with explantion. There are book about Japanese massage out
there but without photos and that will end up you with understaind a bit about the essence. On
the other hand this book is NOT. I recommend this book to also a biginner looking forward to
become a pro but also a pro who wish to brush up skills! As for translation, it is good. I am a
Japanese national and have read both Japanese version and English version. The original
contens are translated without any mistakes. Don't miss a chance to know more about
Japanese style of massage. Just click and get it.”

S.G., “Hands on experience!. Learned a lot from this book.  Very informative and useful.”

Thang Do, “Four Stars. A”

0Þ0Ã0µ0ü0¸0F0~0O0j0Š0_0Dÿ�, “Must buy ! 600 over photos and illustrations.. This book has so many photos
good book for massage school students and professionals.”

The book by Naoya Hasegawa has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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